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This information is given to help parents and carers to
support the work their children are doing in school. If you
are planning a visit to the library or a bookshop there are
ideas on what you could choose. If you are arranging a
visit to an attraction, you might get some ideas.
Alternatively if you are working together on the computer,
you can search for useful web sites.

2018

SCIENCE: Plants and Animals
We will be looking at how plants grow and
comparing them with plants in the
rainforests. What different animals are
there? We will be sorting and comparing
different jungle and wild animals.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Gymnastics/Games
We will be using a Real Gym unit called Jungle.
We will be moving like different animals and
will be using small and large apparatus. In
Games, we will be working with partners to
develop our skills using a variety of apparatus.

COMPUTING: Pictograms and Coding.

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL EDUCATION:
Good to be me.
We are thinking about ourselves and what we
are good at doing. We are also thinking about
how we contribute to life in class and school.
We will learn more about we can get on with
others.

We will make charts and graphs and use the
computer in different ways to record the
data we collect. We will also be making our
own music patterns on the computer.

Cooking: Fruit and vegetables
We will be learning more about fruits and
vegetables growing in our locality and
comparing them to those grown in the
rainforest.

MUSIC : Our World
We are listening and responding to different
styles of music about the world. We will share
performances of different rhymes about the
world.

GEOGRAPHY: Rainforests
What is a rainforest? What sort of animals
and plants live in a rainforest? Where are
there rainforests in the world? Why is it
important to protect them?

ART: Painting/Textiles
We will be experimenting with mixing paints
and colours. What different effects can we
produce with paint? We will be looking at some
famous artists work, especially paintings of
animals by Rousseau.

RE: Who made the world?
What does the Bible tell us about God’s
creation? We will learn about how Christians
care for the world.

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY: Moving Pictures
We will look at books which have parts that
move on the page. We will create a design and
make our own moving picture.

